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Promotional Gift Award 2017

Kissing campaign

Can you feel it?
The Braille Strap by Promex that was distinguished in the category Communicative
Products provides blind people and the visually impaired with a tangible practical tool
for everyday life. The flexible silicon strap is
inscribed with tangible Braille and wrapped
around food tins enabling them to be identified. The both simple yet expedient solution can also be adapted to allow the haptic
identification of drinks, bars of chocolate
and many other products of daily use.
Whether implemented as an onpack,
give-away or mailing booster – the reusable information medium helps promoting companies contribute towards simplifying the everyday routine of blind people and
thus gain a tangible competitive advantage.
In the customer loyalty sector, Braille straps
that carry a personal greeting or message
particularly convey a sense of high esteem.
In combination with a stylish promotional
product, the measure is guaranteed to
achieve a high reach and enhance the promoting company’s popularity.
The standard Braille strap is 13 mm wide
and can be freely designed in terms of volume, text and colours. For minimum order
quantities of 300 pieces pantone shades and
up to 45 characters – in Braille and in plain
text – are possible.
Promex GmbH
www.brailleband.de

It is not only difficult to breathe, smell and taste
when you have a terrible cold, it almost makes
kissing impossible. “Breath for the nicest thing
in the world” is the name of the motto of an
original campaign for the cold remedy GeloMyrtol
forte®, which promoted the benefits of the product namely “free airways” in trade and consumer
magazines, in online advertising, outdoor campaigns and a TV spot.
To complement the campaign a product was
sought after that could be implemented in high
volumes, be used as a sales-promoting item for
chemists and as a give-away at pharmaceutical
fairs. Furthermore, the product had to suit the
vegetable-based remedy GeloMyrtol® forte as well
as the theme “mouth and throat” in general.
The perfect opportunity for the Lipcare Greeting Card by KHK: The vegan, certified lip care stick

harmonises perfectly with the naturopathic product, what’s more the “made in Germany” production as well as the Natrue certification meet the
quality demand of the pharmaceutical company,
Pohl-Boskamp. The large advertising surface of
the folding card not only fulfils the predefined
aim of promoting the pharmaceutical products,
but also allows sufficient space for an emotional
advertisement and a photo of the medicine. The
haptic contents of the GeloMyrtol® campaign developed by GD Werbemittel won a Promotional
Gift Award in the category Best Practice.
KHK GmbH
www.lipcare.de
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Weaving your way to success
The logo of the Vinschgauer Erzeugergenossenschaft (VIP/Vinschgau Producers‘ Cooperative)
decorates millions of apples from the region every
year and Corpus was assigned with the task
of conveying the logo onto textile promotional
products – as small as possible, true-to-detail,
high-quality and well visible in different colours.
Whereas other companies write their own success, Corpus opted for a woven logo made of
ultra-thin polyester yarn set in a white frame,
which presents the detailed VIP motif in the perfect light. The special feature: The woven logo is
smaller and at the same time finer than a comparable embroidered embellishment, the white
frame accentuates it further and makes sure that
the motif doesn’t have to be adapted to suit different textile colours. Furthermore, in contrast to
an embroidery, affixing the individually laser-cut
woven logos is an easy process – even on outside
and breast pockets.
The fine, Oeko-Tex Standard certified weaving
yarns are available in over 500 standard shades,
so almost all logo colours are possible. The filigree woven logo that is true-to-detail as well as
being a discrete, yet highly effective design option for among others caps and shirts picked up
a Promotional Gift Award 2017 in the category
Customising Technologies.
CORPUS GmbH
www.corpus.it
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